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In this work two general anomalous singularity effects in elastic surface diffraction are reported. First, a
kinematical rainbow ~KR! condition, a special case of the well-known rainbow singularity, is examined and
shown to be a two-dimensional counterpart of the glory effect in gas-phase scattering. Second, an elastic
focusing ~EF! effect is presented as the elastic counterpart of a general effect called inelastic focusing recently
observed in the inelastic scattering of He atoms from a NaCl~001! surface. Both effects occur under conditions
in which the angular positions of the diffraction channels are degenerate in pairs. In the vicinity of the KR the
coupling among diffraction channels is strongly rearranged and noticeable changes in the diffraction pattern
intensities are expected, whereas the EF enhances the observed intensity of only the affected diffraction peak.
As an illustration of these general phenomena in surface scattering, calculations are presented demonstrating
that both of these new effects should be observable for He atom scattering from stepped metal surfaces.
@S0163-1829~99!14127-4#In recent years, a number of new resonance mechanisms
and focusing phenomena ~scattering singularities! have been
reported in the field of surface scattering.1–7 In general, all of
these focusing effects are related to singularities of one or
more Jacobians appearing in the theoretical expressions for
the observable differential reflection coefficients. Two differ-
ent sources of these effects can be distinguished. The first
one occurs when the differential reflection coefficient is ex-
pressed in terms of Jacobians of some final kinematic vari-
able with respect to an initial one. Singularities in the Jaco-
bian ~density of states! can be manipulated by varying the
initial conditions of the experiment, such as the energy reso-
lution of the incident beam, and are not directly related to the
nature of the scattering potential. An example of such a sin-
gularity is inelastic focusing ~IF!, recently observed in the
scattering of He atoms from the NaCl~001! surface.6 The
second source of singularities depends on the nature of the
interaction potential and arises when a classical description
of the physical process leads to singularities in the corre-
sponding Jacobians, as in the case of the classical surface
rainbow. Although these singularities are general to any type
of surface scattering projectiles ~e.g., photons, electrons, or
neutrons!, a large number has been observed in atom scatter-
ing due to the recent development of very nearly monoener-
getic beams of high intensity and the improvement of detec-
tion methods yielding large dynamic ranges of observed
scattered intensities. Reported in this paper are two new sin-
gular effects, one of each of the above general types.
The rainbow singularity in surface scattering is well
known and is associated with classical scattering from an
inflection point in the surface corrugation. Here, a new rain-
bow singularity is examined, the kinematical rainbow ~KR!,
which is a counterpart of the glory scattering effect observed
in gas-phase scattering. Experimental evidence for this ef-
fect, supported by close-coupling calculations, is presented
for He atom scattering from the vicinal Cu~115! surface.PRB 600163-1829/99/60~8!/6080~6!/$15.00The recently reported IF is a unique effect in general two-
dimensional scattering in which the entire energy spread of
the incident beam is focused at special final angles and
energies.6 Previously, the energy resolution of the incident
beam has been considered to have little if any effect on the
angular distribution of the scattered intensity. This effect was
demonstrated to enhance the intensity of weak single-phonon
features in inelastic time-of-flight spectra in He atom scatter-
ing from NaCl~001!. The counterpart in elastic scattering dis-
cussed here is called elastic focusing ~EF!, and its manifes-
tation is again illustrated in the diffraction patterns for the
scattering of He atoms from the ~115! stepped surfaces of a
Cu crystal.
For simplicity the theoretical development will be limited
to one-dimensional crystal surfaces but the extension to two
dimensions is trivial, and the general conclusions drawn re-
main valid. The incident angle u i is measured with respect to
the surface normal ~which is chosen to be the z axis!, and is
taken to be positive. The final angle u f is positive if it is in
the opposite quadrant from the incident angle and negative if
it is in the same quadrant. The corrugation of the surface is
represented by the function j(x) where x is the direction
parallel to the surface and a normalized impact parameter is
defined by b5x/a with a the surface unit cell length. The
reciprocal lattice vector is denoted by gn52np/a , with n
being the order of the diffraction. Energies are written in
units such that \2/2m51.
The starting point is the kinematical conditions of conser-
vation of parallel momentum
DK5k f sin u f2ki sin u i5gn , ~1!
and conservation of energy
DE5k f
22ki
2
, ~2!6080 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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states, respectively. For purely elastic processes DE50. The
momentum transfer in the direction normal to the surface is
Dkz52ki cos u i2k f cos u f , ~3!
and the z component of momentum in the scattered diffrac-
tion channel corresponding to gn is given by
knz
2 5ki
22~ki sin u i1gn!2. ~4!
The classical reflection condition for a particle scattering
from a surface is given by
gn1ja8~b !Dkz50, ~5!
with ja8(b)[j8(b)/a being the first derivative of the corru-
gation function with respect to b. Equation ~5! is valid for
classical scattering with gn replaced by an arbitrary transfer
of parallel momentum DK . The classical limit, in this case,
is equivalent to having a lattice periodicity a which is very
large so that the gn are closely spaced. However, for the
purposes of this paper, quantum-mechanical diffraction im-
plies that DK5gn and gn will be taken to be constant asso-
ciated with a particular diffraction order. This condition im-
plies that if Eq. ~5! is differentiated with respect to the
impact parameter b, then ja9(bp)50, which is the ordinary
condition for the rainbow singularity associated with the in-
flection points of the corrugation function at b5bp .
It is convenient to develop the diffraction intensities in
terms of the semiclassical formalism of Maisel, Merrill, and
Miller.8 The classical deflection function u f(b) is defined
by9,10
u f~b !5u i62uuu5u i62utan21ja8~b !u, ~6!
where the ~1! sign is used when u,0 and the ~2! sign
otherwise. Here, u is measured following the convention
used for the final angle. Similarly, the classical diffraction
order function is defined by8–10
J~b;ki ,u i!5
aki
2p @sin u f~b !2sin u i#
5
aki
p
uja8~b !u
11ja8~b !2
@6cos u i2uja8~b !usin u i# ,
~7!
where the diffraction condition is obtained when J(b;ki ,u i)
takes on integer values, or when
gn5
2p
a
J~b;ki ,u i!. ~8!
The semiclassical diffraction intensity is then given by8
IJ~ki ,u i!5(j UdJ~b j ;ki ,u i!db U
21
, ~9!
where the sum is over all values of the impact parameter b j
that contribute to a given integer value, J(b;ki ;u i)5n .
Surface rainbows and other types of singularities occur
when the derivative dJ(b j ;ki ,u i)/db vanishes. In order to
clearly exhibit such singularities, it is usually more conve-nient to express the intensity IJ(ki ,u i) in terms of the mea-
surable physical variables through Jacobian relations. For ex-
ample, the ordinary rainbow is readily exhibited by rewriting
the derivative in Eq. ~9! as9
dJ~b j ;ki ,u i!
db 5
dJ~b j ;ki ,u i!
du f
du f~b !
db . ~10!
Singularities in the intensity of Eq. ~9! can arise when either
of the two derivatives in the right-hand side of Eq. ~10! van-
ishes. As has been shown elsewhere,9,10 zeros of the first
factor, dJ/du f50, are responsible for the so-called skipping
singularity and also lead to the threshold singularity. The
phenomenon of skipping of atoms also has its counterpart in
the skipping of electrons. Electrons close to the surface of a
metal, and in a magnetic field applied parallel to the surface,
bounce many times.11 Zeros of the second factor on the
right-hand side of Eq. ~10!, du f /db50, correspond to the
well-known classical surface rainbows.12 For example, the
derivative is readily evaluated from Eq. ~6! and leads to
ja9(bp)50, which implies that a classical rainbow feature
occurs whenever the classical scattering angle of Eq. ~6! cor-
responds to an inflection point in the surface corrugation. In
the quantum-mechanical case, in which the elastic scattering
from an ordered surface consists only of distinct diffraction
beams, the rainbow does not appear as a singularity but re-
sults in a greatly enhanced diffraction beam or group of dif-
fraction beams in the neighborhood of the rainbow angle.
Since the scattering is unitary and all diffraction beams are
coupled, this rainbow enhancement will also result in a rear-
rangement of the intensities in all diffraction beams, thus the
rainbow feature is associated with the entire diffraction pat-
tern and not just the diffraction peaks near the rainbow angle.
In general, the derivative du f /db appearing in Eq. ~10! is
replaced by a Jacobian function, and the relations between
the topology of the surface and the zeros of this Jacobian
have been expressed in terms of caustics.13
In this paper we wish to consider a special type of rain-
bow singularity that is subject to the additional constraint of
the classical reflection condition of Eq. ~5!. An alternative
expression involving the reciprocal lattice vector gn and the
corrugation slope ja8(b) is obtained from Eqs. ~1!, ~3!, and
~5! and is
tan u f5
gn1ki sin u i
gn /ja82ki cos u i
. ~11!
Then the rainbow singularity condition appearing in Eq. ~10!
is
du f
db
5
ja9~bp!
ja8~bp!2
gn@gn1ki sin u i#
ki
21E¯
50, ~12!
with
E¯ 5gn
21
gn
2
ja8~bp!
12kignS sin u i2 cos u ija8~bp! D . ~13!
Equation ~12! is a new condition for rainbow singulari-
ties, and its numerator is the product of three factors each of
which can vanish. The first of these factors is the second
6082 PRB 60S. MIRET-ARTE´ S AND J. R. MANSONderivative of the corrugation function whose vanishing is the
cause of the ordinary surface rainbow. However, since Eq.
~11! is obtained from Eq. ~5!, which in turn implies ja9(bp)
50, it is seen that the ordinary surface rainbow condition
will always apply when Eq. ~12! is satisfied. The third factor
in the numerator of Eq. ~12! vanishes when
gn52ki sin u i,0, ~14!
which according to Eq. ~1! implies that u f50 is a Bragg
angle. Thus we have the result that if the diffraction beam
associated with the reciprocal lattice vector gn is at an angle
satisfying the rainbow condition ja9(bp)50 and this angle is
also normal to the surface u f50, then this corresponds to a
‘‘superrainbow’’ condition in which two factors in the nu-
merator of Eq. ~12! are vanishing. This new condition is
called the kinematical rainbow. By substituting Eq. ~14! into
Eq. ~13!, we have that E¯ 50. It is also noticed that the second
factor in the numerator of Eq. ~12!, gn /ja8(bp),2 which
through Eq. ~5! can be replaced by Dkz2/gn , does not go to
zero for nongrazing incident angles.
The KR condition of Eq. ~14! is reminiscent of the glory
~or zero-deflection! effect in gas-phase scattering.14 In glory
scattering certain solid angles become very small and result
in enhanced intensity due to the interference between the
unscattered particles and those going in the forward- and
backward-scattering directions. In our case, the impact pa-
rameters b j from Eq. ~9! contributing to a zero Bragg angle
will have corresponding classical trajectories whose ampli-
tudes interfere to give rise to some oscillation in the diffrac-
tion pattern. The main difference is that in this context this
singularity is always accompanied by the rainbow condition.
It is interesting to note that under KR conditions with u f
50 the normal momentum of the corresponding diffraction
beam is identical with the magnitude of the incident momen-
tum, knz5ki . Furthermore, the angular positions of all other
diffraction peaks are degenerate in pairs in the sense that
they have the same z component of the wave vector knz .
That is, if the gn peak is at KR, the angular positions of the
gn2m and gn1m peaks have equal magnitude but opposite
signs ~alternatively stated, the polar angles with respect to
the surface normal of the gn2m and gn1m diffraction peaks
are identical!. Such a degeneracy was reported in Ref. 15 but
it was not associated with a new singularity. An additional
aspect of this singularity is that the diffraction channel dis-
playing KR is the lowest ~for negative n values! diffraction
channel accessible classically for the given surface corruga-
tion. That means that the remaining smaller ~negative n! dif-
fraction channels allowed energetically are forbidden classi-
cally and only complex trajectories contribute to those
diffraction intensities.
The KR conditions readily can be realized in experimental
configurations, and we would like to offer evidence that it
could be observed in the scattering of He atoms from stepped
copper surfaces, such as was done in the early experiments
of Gorse et al.16 For Cu~115! the surface unit cell dimension
is a56.625 Å and for an incident momentum ki
510.98 Å21 (Ei563 meV) the condition ~14! together with
a final angle u f50 are satisfied by the n527 diffraction
beam at an incident angle u i537.11°.
Figure 1 shows the results of close-coupling calculationsof the diffraction intensities for these incident conditions for
a potential model that has been previously shown to give a
good match to the measured experimental data for this same
surface17 ~unfortunately, there have been no reported experi-
mental measurements at this incident angle and energy!. The
model consists of a Morse potential with a corrugated repul-
sive term.17 The stiffness parameter is b51.05 Å21, the well
depth is D56.35 meV, and the stepped corrugation is ex-
plained in Ref. 17. The calculated diffraction pattern is char-
acterized by a large rainbow peak from the step terrace at
n53 and a smaller, broader distribution of rainbow peaks
from the step face extending from n525 to 28 that could
be attributed to a glory oscillation. There are supernumerary
rainbow features between these two classical rainbows. The
n53 terrace rainbow peak is exceptionally large with total
intensity fraction of 0.258.
The large number of peaks involved in the step-face rain-
bow feature in Fig. 1 and the large intensity of the n527
peak at u f50° are due to the kinematical rainbow. The
source of the KR under these conditions is evident from Fig.
2 where the classical deflection function of Eq. ~6! is shown
for the same potential used in Fig. 1. Each of the four curves
plotted in Fig. 2 shows the final angle for classical scattering
as a function of the impact parameter b for four given inci-
dent angles and for each case a total of 1000 classical trajec-
tories were run. The incident angles correspond to the con-
dition of Eq. ~14! for the n522, 24, 27, and 28
diffraction peaks, as marked. Only the n527 diffraction
peak has an inflection point at the Bragg angle f f50, as
evidenced by the minimum of the classical deflection curve,
which is also necessary to fulfill the conditions for KR. Fur-
thermore, whenever a Bragg angle is tangent to one of the
extrema of the classical deflection function we can speak of
quantum rainbows and, in this sense, the KR is therefore a
quantum rainbow. Thus it is clear that the special combina-
tion of conditions necessary for KR can readily be found in
actual experimental situations.
We would now like to discuss a different type of singular
behavior that can occur in combination with the classical
FIG. 1. Close-coupling calculation intensities plotted against the
diffraction order n for an incident beam of He atoms scattering from
a Cu~115! stepped surface. The incident energy is 63 meV and the
incident angle is u i537.11°.
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interaction potential, instead it is driven by the initial char-
acteristics of the experiment. Under normal experimental
conditions there is always a spread of energies and angles in
the incident beam. The differential reflection coefficient,
which gives the fraction of particles scattered into the small
energy acceptance range and into the small angular accep-
tance of the detector, can be written as6
dR~kf ,ki!
dE fdu f
5
dR~kf ,ki!
dE fdki
dki
du f
. ~15!
In inelastic scattering, there are conditions in which the den-
sity of states ~Jacobian! dki /du f becomes large, and this
effect can be used to enhance the intensity of selected inelas-
tic features. Physically what happens is that all of the ener-
gies present in the energy width of the incident beam are
focused on the chosen inelastic feature. This inelastic focus-
ing, or IF effect, has been shown to enhance features on the
Rayleigh phonon dispersion curve in He atom scattering
from NaCl.6 Here our purpose is to investigate the physical
implications of this focusing effect in purely elastic scatter-
ing, and this process will be called elastic focusing ~EF!. The
importance of the Jacobian dki /du f ~or its inverse du f /dki)
in elastic surface scattering was noticed earlier8 but the pos-
sibility that it could lead to observable singularities appar-
ently was not recognized.
The Jacobian derivative can readily be calculated from
Eq. ~11! and the result is
du f
dki
5
gn@cos u i1sin u i /ja8~b !#
ki
21E¯
50. ~16!
The numerator has two factors and their vanishing corre-
sponds to the possible sources of this new singularity. The
first factor gn50 corresponds to the trivial case of the specu-
lar beam that is not broadened by the energy spread of the
FIG. 2. Final scattering angle plotted against the impact param-
eter b calculated using the same potential as for the close-coupled
calculations of Fig. 1 with incident energy Ei563 meV. The four
curves shown are for the incident angles u i59.93°, 20.17°, 37.11°,
and 43.71°, which correspond to possible KR conditions from Eq.
~14! for the diffraction peaks of order n522, 24, 27, and 28,
respectively. Only the angle u i537.11° is a true KR because this
curve also displays a concatenation at the KR ~Bragg! angle of u f
50 for the n527 peak. incident beam. Clearly, the specular scattering could be con-
sidered as a special case of EF. The other factor in the nu-
merator when set to zero leads to
tan u i52ja8~b !>0, ~17!
or from Eq. ~6!
u f52u i , ~18!
and according to Eq. ~1! this singular condition will be ob-
servable only in the diffraction peak whose reciprocal lattice
vector is given by
gn522ki sin u i,0. ~19!
The implications of Eq. ~19! are very interesting. First, a
diffraction peak that is simultaneously under a rainbow con-
dition @due to Eq. ~5!# and reflected backward in a direction
near that of the incident beam will experience an additional
enhancement due to the elastic focusing effect. The EF can
consequently be used to enhance the apparent intensity of
selected diffraction peaks under these unique conditions.
Second, the EF is a special case under which a large portion
of the energies in the energy spread of the incident beam is
focused onto the same diffraction angle and the correspond-
ing peak would be narrower and sharper than the rest of the
diffraction peaks. Third, the EF does not affect the coupling
with the other diffraction beams and hence causes no rear-
rangement of diffraction intensities. The corresponding en-
hancement is of kinematical nature and cannot be estimated
from a unitary theory under the assumption of an incident
monoenergetic plane wave. These properties are general and
do not depend on the nature of the diffracting particle. Fi-
nally, it is again interesting to note that the EF occurs under
conditions in which the polar angles of all diffraction peaks
are degenerate in pairs, similar to the case for KR but for
different angular positions. This is immediately obvious
upon noting that the EF peak with reciprocal lattice vector gn
has the same polar angle as the specular peak, as is clear
from Eq. ~18!. Consequently, by symmetry the gm diffraction
FIG. 3. The classical diffraction order function J(b) of Eq. ~7!
plotted versus the impact parameter b using the same potential for
the close-coupled calculations for He atom scattering from Cu~115!
of Fig. 1. As in Fig. 1 Ei563 meV. The six curves displayed are for
the incident angles of u i52.47°, 4.95°, 7.43°, 9.93°, 17.56°, and
20.17°. To guide the eye, the horizontal lines corresponding to J
50 and 27 are also displayed.
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the convention used here, um52un2m). Furthermore, at EF
conditions, we have again that E¯ 50.
As shown above for the KR singularity, the EF can also
be easily realized experimentally. Considering again the case
of He atom scattering from Cu~115! at Ei563 meV dis-
cussed above in connection with Figs. 1 and 2, one can
readily determine the following series of EF singularities
from Eq. ~19!: n521 at u i52.47°; n522 at u i54.95°
~also a potential KR for n521); n523 at u i57.43°; n
524 at u i59.93° ~also a potential KR for n522); etc. For
each of these special angles we plot in Fig. 3 the classical
diffraction order function of Eq. ~7! versus the impact param-
eter b, where each curve is obtained from running about
1000 trajectories. As seen in Fig. 3, for all of the six EF’s
analyzed, their diffraction order functions display a mini-
mum very near to the diffraction channel n527, which is
the lowest diffraction channel classically accessible at Ei
563 meV. Obviously, only for u i50, we have a true quan-
tum rainbow condition in the (n527) channel representing
a trivial case for EF. It is also of interest to calculate from
Eq. ~16! the Jacobian enhancement factor dki /du f appearing
in Eq. ~15!, and this is shown in Fig. 4. The enhancement is
seen to be quite significant and is still large one or two de-
grees away from the angle u f52u i , which should make it
possible to measure this effect with a detector placed close to
the incident beam.
FIG. 4. The Jacobian derivative dki /du f from Eq. ~16! plotted
versus incident angle for the same case of He atom scattering from
Cu~115! as in Fig. 1 with Ei563 meV. From left to right the peaks
correspond to diffraction peaks of order n521, 22, 23, and 27 as
discussed in the text. This derivative can be regarded as a classical
enhancement factor and it diverges at the diffraction angle for the
peak at the EF condition of Eq. ~19!. Of particular interest is the incident angle u i517.56°,
which satisfies the EF condition of Eq. ~19! for the n527
diffraction peak. The close-coupling calculation for this case,
corresponding to the same potential as in Fig. 1 is shown in
Fig. 5. As in Fig. 1 the diffraction pattern consists of two
main classical rainbows, one due to the step terrace at the
n54 and 5 peak positions and one from the step face at the
n526 and 27 peaks. The peaks shown in Fig. 5 are not
broadened since they were calculated under the assumption
of an incident monoenergetic plane wave. However, under
actual experimental conditions in which the incident beam
has energy and angular broadening, the n527 peak, com-
pared to the surrounding peaks, would have a smaller width
and enhanced maximum intensity due to the elastic focusing.
We have demonstrated two new singular features associ-
ated with surface diffraction called kinematical rainbow and
elastic focusing. These are general features of two-
dimensional diffraction, and we have presented possible ex-
amples of both arising from quantum-mechanical scattering
of He from stepped metal surfaces. Both of these effects
cause anomalous behavior of the diffraction peaks and these
anomalies can be used to obtain unique physical information.
The KR gives very precise information on the position of the
inflection points of the surface corrugation, and the EF al-
lows observation of nonspecular diffraction peaks under con-
ditions in which they are not broadened by the energy spread
of the incident beam.
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FIG. 5. Close-coupling calculations as in Fig. 1 for He atom
scattering from the Cu~115! surface with incident energy Ei
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